Long Winter
by Johann Schecter

Untouchable
by Faye Chandler

November
November is slow.
Lethargic, like honey on an autumn day.
Cheeks are rosy with chill
And laughter is sharper than it has been,
scraping the still air
like the weatherworn bones of bare trees.
November crawls back
into the den of winter, and sleeps.

Shadows slither towards the house
A blight of rage is ignited throughout
The love of destroying human life
is what makes these beasts, love their life.
Step by step, the blindness transpires
They have yet to know about the fire
For they cannot see it
For they cannot feel it
But, they most certainly can hear it.

December
Amity seeps from the merry hearth,
warming the contented room.
A first snow falls in gentle drifts,
as in a glass pale flowers bloom.
Rosemary keeps a secret safe
as the stars glimmer knowingly,
And as she smiles in the dim
She grows dark with solitude.

Inside a brawl is born
Childish remarks and throbbing floors
Between two souls
one screaming, “Can you shut the door?!”
Ridgebacks bark and barn cats scour
And a dash of nutmeg makes her warm
“Stop! It needs more!”
Singing erupts, banging galore
Shrieks of laughter
“How do you shut this door?!”

January
I used to love you
like the sparklers we would dance with
in your backyard in the summer bright and joyous and explosive
until it went too close and burned my hand.
Now, I love you
like the winter candle standing always
on your altar, hidden from most slow-burning and mellow,
gentle and smelling of home.
February
We march through the fir trees,
making too much noise
and stupefied with silliness.
We don’t see the gathering clouds
as we reminisce about baking on rainy days
and slathering burnt toast with marmalade.
The sky breaks, and we are drenched,
And we are still laughing.
March
Fog wafts
from the coffee in my hands
as I leap over puddles,
running to be a child again.
I arrive at the brightly-painted door,
with the snowdrops in the yard,
and knock.

The kettle screams
The cookies bake
Often jolly and nothing more
It’s finally time - the movie we’ve been waiting for.
Despite the creatures that lurk about
Nobody bothers to lock the door.
For they ought to be taught.
With dark hearts and corrupted minds,
they will never step through that door.

Snowman
It is so damn cold.
I’m sitting out here, alone,
Stupid carrot nose.
Squirrel
I’m just a squirrel, Jackpot! I
just found a carrot, Just
there, in the snow.
Snowman Part 2
Someone took my nose. I’ve
been alive for how long?
@#$% that stupid squirrel.
by Annie Kennedy
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Snow Squall by Ethan Marcotullio
“End of the line, kid.”
“Thanks, I know.”
Andrew Wesner’s old bus driver laughed jovially at his own joke. The “end of the line” was really
the end of the bus route a.k.a Andrew’s driveway. As far out as you could be without leaving the state. As
the doors squeaked open, Andrew rose from his usual seat at the front of the bus. As he stepped away
from the bus the driver called out.
“You be careful now, Andrew,” said the bus driver. “The world isn’t like you think.”
“Thanks?” Andrew responded, confused. He didn’t remember ever telling the bus driver his name
but Andrew shrugged it off. Odd stuff just happened sometimes, that was how the world worked. He
turned back to the driveway pulling his coat tighter around him. The temperature had decreased
drastically since the morning and thick clouds had rolled in making the once sunny morning into a dreary
afternoon. School had let out early due to the impending snow. Andrew kicked at pebbles as he walked
down the dirt lane to his house. The thick clouds threw the woods that surrounded Andrew’s house into
premature darkness. His dog, Cheese, greeted him at the door. Named after a particularly funny incident
that had happened when he was a puppy, Cheese was Andrew’s favorite thing in the world. Together they
settled down for a nap and to wait for Andrew’s mom to get home.
~
The snow descended on the world, spreading thick snow over everything, transforming the
country until it was unrecognizable. Andrew startled awake from his nap and groggily looked around for
what had woken him. He was surprised at how dark it was outside. Why hadn’t his mom woken him when

she got home? A cold breeze blew over Andrew’s face and he turned. His back door had been busted open
from the inside and snow was spilling in. Andrew hugged himself suddenly feeling very, very cold.
“Cheese?” Andrew called, teeth chattering. “Cheese!”
No response.
~
Andrew ran into the blizzard still pulling on his gloves, fearing the worst. He could barely see
through the thick snow. On and on he ran following faint paw prints Cheese had left behind. The snow
began to thicken, falling faster and faster, slowly obscuring everything in a white haze. Andrew ran on,
focusing on the tracks in the snow and letting the snowy world around him fade. The wind whipped at
Andrew’s face blowing snow into his eyes. He stopped, bending over, rubbing his wet and frozen face
trying to warm it and remove the white from his vision. Through the swirling snow ahead a loud bark
came. Andrew looked up, squinting against the constant bombardment of frozen water like little needles
on his cheeks. There was suddenly a flicker of movement in the corner of his vision. Andrew snapped his
head up sliding on the snowy forest floor. There was a light, a dancing shimmering light flowing around
him in the falling snow. In the glowing swirls, Andrew thought he caught glimpses of something strange.
Miniature images were conjured out of the light, only for a moment, just giving the briefest of glimpses
into the mysterious world they presented. It appeared to be a market of some sort. Large stone and brick
buildings lining streets crowded with odd assortments of shops, carts, and creatures burst forth and then
faded. In one of these visions of the other world, Andrew glimpsed four short men with long beards
laughing merrily and drinking deeply from wooden tankards. They drank a frothy, blue liquid Andrew
couldn't name. Before he could make out any more, the image had vanished and was replaced by the
strange scene of a tall, blue-skinned humanoid, dressed in all white robes, conversing with a four-legged
tiger-like creature that was jet black except for the orange and red stripes that zigzagged across its back.
Andrew stood, captivated by the swirling fantastical images. He reached out, stretching his hand towards
the scenes. As the dancing lights and vague images swirled into a tornado of bizarre scenes something
solidified out of the snow and wind. A large oaken door formed in front of him. It stood resolute like it
had been there for years. He reached for the bronze doorknob knowing somehow that this door was the
answer to a question he had never asked. The end of the quest he had not known he was on. Or maybe it
was simply the beginning, Andrew couldn't tell which. His fingers touched the oddly warm metal of the
knob and the wind died. The images stopped swirling and the snow stopped falling. Another bark broke
the spell. Andrew’s hand hesitated on the handle. An image flashed in his mind, one where Cheese was
lying frozen and alone out in the woods. It was enough to make him turn away from the door, enough to
make him run after Cheese, but it was not enough for the door to disappear. As Andrew sprinted on after
his dog the lone door stood resolute and solid. There came a knock, a quick tap on the other side of the
door. It creaked open slowly, light spilling out of it and onto the snow-covered forest. A heavy boot
stomped into the snow, following the fresh footprints that Andrew had left behind.
~
Andrew broke through a line of trees and stopped short. A vast valley was spread before him,
barely visible through the thick blizzard. Cheese stood on the edge of a cliff overlooking the majestic
valley that Andrew had never seen before. He thought he knew the woods surrounding his house from
summers running through the trees as a kid but apparently, the woods had more secrets than he thought.
Andrew ran to his dog and fell down in the snow hugging him tightly.
“Oh Cheese I thought I lost you,” Andrew said into the dog’s furry side.
Cheese licked Andrew’s face and he smiled. Suddenly Cheese tensed, stepping back out of
Andrew’s grip. Someone stepped out of the woods.

Excerpt from Winter Forest Lullaby by Ashley Stagnari
I pulled my car over, silenced the engine, and stepped onto the hard, crunching snow that carpeted
the soil. There were no more cars on the highway now, and the forest’s natural silence overtook me. The
snow began to pick up, but the winter forest was pulling me in. I followed a path into the twilight-lit
depths of the woods. Above me, the snowflakes began their gentle descent onto the forest floor lined with
candy cane-shaped ferns. The trees with their deep emerald green clusters of needles and chocolate
colored pinecones became glistening ornaments decorating all the spruce and cedar in sight. The branches
were quickly blanketed in snow and as I took a closer look, I saw a horoscope of Nordic shapes create an
array of nature like no other.
I continued my journey through the woods, compelled to move further by this serene and
enchanted forest. A lullaby began to sing. The winter breeze sang like a wind-chime, gentle and fresh. The
needles and branches swayed in the wind causing the icicles to ring like small bells, forming their own
orchestra. The air passed through my nose with hints of mint, damp earth, and coastal salt that refreshed
and soothed my senses, making me fall deeper into the arms of the forest’s lullaby. I found a patch of
snow shaped like a pillow just between two old-growths and closed my eyes. Slumber overtook me as I
focused on the tender sensation of snowflakes melting on my warm face, the quiet calls of owls in the
wind of the jungle gym above me, and the fragrance of winter’s elements intertwine with the breeze.
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Excerpt from A Snowflake’s Journey by Morgan Fost
Cars stop and go at the red and green lights decorating each intersection. As I fall down,
approaching the tops of the low buildings, I can start to see the warm winter hats on people’s heads, the
big, fluffy scarves protecting their chins. I float down closer to them, pushed around by the currents
stirred up by their quick movements.
I hear an excited squeal as a young girl runs out from her home, trailed by her mother’s cautions.
She stares up at the sky, thrilled by the tiny white crystals falling from it. She holds out her small mittened
hands, and I gently fall into them, resting on their soft wool. She observes me, awestruck, and smiles.
A Snowflake’s Journey, One Year Later by Kathleen Birmingham
I'm a snowflake falling into earth. But this fall is not the same as years past. There is less snow
around me. And below me the environment is different. The world appears as if it’s on fire. The world is
getting hotter, the icebergs are melting, the forest is burning, and animals are dying. But no one seems to
be changing. They ignore it, they ignore how I’m melting. I’m afraid that until change happens this might
be my last winter. I will just become water drifting down what’s left of our earth.
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Lost in Light by Leigh Bullard
Marcy couldn’t see them, but a thousand needle-sized daggers stabbed at her exposed cheeks.
Already the snow was up to the rim of her boots, and a crust had formed on their wool lining, that would
mean stiff pants and frozen legs once it melted. It wasn’t helped by her sword’s sheath, which might as
well be made of ice. Praised be the winter goddess Bruma and her children Nix and Gelu.
Rosie was somewhere behind her, probably thrilled by the killer they were almost knee-deep in.
She was lucky. She’d had hearths and hot food and doctors for every winter of her life. She’d never had to
sit in room, heavy with sickness, with a baby in her arms that had been so warm when it was born that
Autumn, and now was so cold. She’d never had to wait for help that would never come, because no one
would ever care.
“Marcy, look how beautiful the snow is.”
The hinges of Rosie’s lantern creaked, and all of the sudden an orange halo illuminated
shimmering brown pillars and the fragile chandeliers that grew from them. Tiny crystals swirled and
surrounded, and in the center of it all was an angel with dark eyes that reflected all the incredible things
she saw without having to try.
She could run over to Rosie and sweep her soft, curved body into her arms. She could be there
with her in that world of snow and joy and warm light. Flames bloomed to life all over her, and her
chilled cheeks were suddenly sweating.
“We – we should probably get a fire started.”
Rosie rolled her eyes. “Fine.” Then her lips turned up. “But once it is, we’re singing Light choruses.” She
winked.
My cheeks are going red, I know it. Hopefully Rosie wouldn’t notice it under her tan skin. “Well –
um – then we better get s-some wood.” She charged off into a patch of undergrowth and took out her
sword.
Orange and yellow flames licked at the dark blue sky. Marcy set her lantern and sword aside and
reached out her bare hands. Heat kissed her palms for the first time in hours, and the bitter cold that had
frosted her fingers melted away. She closed her eyes. They shouldn’t be stopped like this. They needed to
look for a settlement.
But she would admit, this was nice.
And so was the mouth-watering goodness that drifted through the air as the turkey sizzled on the
fire. Rosie had looked so happy when she saw her with the bird in her hand. In that moment, she felt like
she could’ve run over to her and kissed her cheek, and then it would’ve been the two of them–and only
the two of them–and the warmth of the fire and good food. No Puru. No Silva. No war and no defeat.
How did she do that? How did Rosie, with a single expression, make her forget everything that
was wrong with the world? And how come she couldn’t hold onto it? She could’ve run over to Rosie and
kissed her cheek, and… and then there would be the war, but they would still have each other. How come
that couldn’t be enough for her? Why was she so… so…
“Here.”
The light from the fire shone on Rosie’s dark hair and caressed her soft figure as she lay a fur
blanket on the fluffy snow. She sat down on the blanket and patted the spot next her. And then she smiled
again.
Why was she so afraid? She had faced off the Marshal of the Puruanese army one on one, but she
couldn’t take up an offer from a girl because she liked her. All she had to do was sit next to Rosie.
So she did.
Rosie’s lips pulled up and touched her brown eyes that were shining with fire-light. Warmth filled
Marcy, and she wrapped her arm around her. Rosie’s small body rose as she inhaled, and then the angel
sang:
“Eyes open wide
Look to the sky
Where stars shimmer
And a curtain of green fire dances
Like notes from an ancient song
Light is always there to see
If you try…”
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6pm - Waking Up From a Nap in December
by Alex Kasel
window’s open just a crack
bold, blistering wind blows through
crisping my tongue with its grace
a deep inhale. gone for now—
like the freckles upon my face
frosted tips of gold lie at my feet
almost close enough to touch
(but never really feel)
subtle changes make the air thick like old honey
as we realize the weight of our decisions come to pass
and the steady moan
of seasons past
ringing your mind out like a damp, frostbitten washcloth
you wake up shivering with excitement
and even though you forgot to turn the heat on
by the end of the day you’ve sweated through your sweater
is that why it’s called a sweater?

Snow Day by Jools Dembo
Waking up used to be her least favorite part of the day. There was no worse feeling than having to
force her eyes open and shut off the blaring alarm, but worst still was having to get out of the warm
fortress of her bed. It used to be her least favorite part of the day. But now, she wakes up next to him.
When her alarm sounds at eight-thirty, she’s not greeted by the dreading thoughts of having to get
up and face the day. Instead, she’s greeted by the warmth of his body around hers and the comfort of
knowing that there is nowhere to rush off to and no reason to pull herself out of this moment.
He pulls her in closer to him begging her to set the alarm for another twenty minutes. She tells
him she will, but only because it’s a snow day. She smiles to herself, knowing that she would have done it
even without him asking.
It’s eventually time to get up and be real people. They peel back the layers of their blankets, the
sheet, the comforter, the fleece, and get out of bed. Stumbling downstairs through their fits of tired, he
kisses her good morning and takes her hand, leading her to the kitchen. He brews the coffee while she
gets the fire going in the next room, and they meet back on the couch with warm mugs steaming with
energy, and a fire blazing just the same.
The snow outside is becoming mountainous. Every surface not under a roof is completely
saturated with white. There’s more to come later, too. They know they can’t go anywhere, giving them a
day of bliss. Thank God for snow, she thinks, as she settles back against his chest.
They sit there for a while, sipping on coffee, laughing, just enjoying each other’s company. They
don’t put anything on the TV. She has a whole lineup of movies planned for later. But right now? Right
now is a time for talking.
There is no better thing to do on a day like this than baking. She pulls out their winter cookbook
from the shelf and they flip through, bookmarking contenders. They argue for five minutes about whether
to make the peppermint brownies or the gingerbread cookies and settle on both, since the time today is
infinite. They make the cookies first so that they can cool enough to be decorated while the brownies are
baking.
They spend an hour decorating the cookies, getting extensively creative with the faces and outfits
of the gingerbread people. He puts glasses on one, she puts red sprinkle hair on another. They somehow
end up dousing each other in icing and sprinkles until they look more like cookies than the cookies do.
Eventually, they settle back onto the couch. They munch on cookies and brownies and sip on
peppermint hot chocolate while the heated blanket warms their fridgid bodies. The first movie to watch is
unanimously Love Actually. Then they go on to Elf and Home Alone, and by the next time they look at the
clock, it’s nearly two in the morning. They laugh to each other, appalled by the fact that they didn’t even
think to check the clock before.
The snow outside is falling harder than before, and they know that there will be nowhere to go
again tomorrow.
Settling back into bed, she’s full of joy and love and most of all, excitement at the thought of
getting to wake up with him again.
Excerpt from Christmas Eve by Chris Mardirossian
Whistle-tones of Mariah Carey resonate throughout the house as the oven shuts. When the timer
rings, the oven is opened, emitting fragrant smells of gingerbread that envelop the kitchen. Soon, the
house is filled by the belly laughter of the children as they watch the Grinch rob the Whos of their
Christmas decorations. As day turns to night, the backyard falls asleep, wrapped in a fresh white blanket
of snow. Lullabied by the poetic verses of “The Night Before Christmas,” the children begin to slumber.
After sugar-plums dance in their heads, the children were sound asleep. Mom and Dad guzzle down storebought eggnog as they attempt to finish wrapping presents. Sparkling through the window panes is a
pulsing red luminescent glow, guiding the sleigh. A porcelain plate in the shape of a jolly fat man is put
aside with warm peppermint cookies and a tall glass of icy cold milk. With a thud on the roof, St. Nick
has arrived.

Snow by Clodagh McGroary
Did it work? I don’t remember hearing my alarm ring. I roll over towards my bedside table and
reach for my alarm clock. The screen reads 9:55 in the morning. How could that be? I jump out of bed
and sprint over to my window. There’s a blanket of white fluffy snow covering the driveway. That means
my dad hasn’t left for work. “Yay! No School!” I scream as I grab my fuzzy blanket and teddy bear and
run to my parent’s room.
“Ava!” my mom whisper-yells. “Be quiet. Let everyone sleep.”
This doesn’t make any sense. We should all be up eating waffles and getting ready to go outside
and play in the snow. “Why Mommy?”
“The school rang this morning at six o’clock saying that you girls have a three-hour delay,” she
says as she begins to get out of bed, putting on her robe and sliding her feet into her brand new pink cozy
slippers.
“No way,” I whine. “There’s so much snow outside. We can’t go to school. We have to make
snowmen, build forts, and go sledding.”
“I know, I know.” My mom walks out of her room and up to the kitchen. “I was going to wake
you and your sister up in twenty minutes, so now you can just watch some television until breakfast is
ready.”
“This is so unfair.” We had done everything in the books to make it a snow day. We put a spoon
under our pillows. Put a white crayon in the freezer. Flushed ice cubes down the toilet. Wore our pajamas
inside out and backwards. We even made our parents wear their pajamas the proper way to ensure that we
had a school cancellation. I walk back down the hallway to my sister’s room to tell her the terrible news.
“Claire, we don’t have a snow day.”
Claire wakes and sits up straight away. “What do you mean? We followed all the rules. We have
to have a snow day.”
“I know! It doesn’t make any sense. It’s impossible to have school when we wear our pajamas
inside out and backwards.” I walk over to her window and open the curtains. It’s still snowing. It’s really
coming down now. It’s a blizzard.
I run up to the kitchen. “Mommy, are you sure we don’t have a snow day today?”
“Yes, sweetheart. I know you and Claire really wanted a snow day but you should be happy that
you were able to sleep in, with a school delay.” My mom is making chocolate chip pancakes, so at least
we will have our normal yummy snow day breakfast.
I go to leave the kitchen, but then realize that my dad is still asleep. He sometimes still has to go
to work when we have snow days, since his office only closes when there is an extreme amount of snow.
“Wait. How come Daddy is still in bed and we have school?”
“Oh, yeah. The office sent an email last night canceling work. Please don’t wake him up. You
know he never gets these kind of days off. Now let’s go wake up your sister, you’ll have to start getting
ready for school soon.” We walk down the hallway together and enter Claire’s room. Claire is sitting in
her rocking chair, staring out the window and the beautiful snowflakes falling. “Oh sweetie you’re already
up.” My mom walks over to Claire’s dresser and begins picking out her school clothes.
“Do we have to go to school, Mommy? I really don’t want to,” Claire says with tears in her eyes.
“Girls, I know you really looked forward to playing in the snow all day, but when the
superintendent says there’s school, there’s school.”

“But, Mommy, it’s a blizzard outside. There’s no way that it’s safe out on the roads.” I say this as
I stare out the window with my sister.
“Ah, you girls will be fine. A little snowy ride to school never hurt anyone.”
“What do you mean? Of course it did. We could get into an accident out on the roads in these
kind of conditions,” I say panicking.
“The bus will keep you safe. Now c’mon, you girls better start getting ready or you’ll miss the
bus.”
“Well, I’m not going to school.”
“Neither am I,” my sister chimes in.
We jump into Claire’s bed and pull the covers over our heads. “We refuse!” I yell at my mom.
My mom walks over to us and sits down on the side of the bed. She gently pulls the sheets down
slightly, so that just our faces are uncovered. She can’t keep a straight face anymore and begins to laugh.
“What’s funny?” Claire asks hesitantly.
“Oh girls, I’m sorry. I was just kidding. You have a snow day. School is canceled today and
tomorrow. This blizzard isn’t going to let up for quite a while.”
Claire and I look at each other and scream. “Snow day!”
I jump into my moms arms and then I realize what this means. “No way! We have a four-day
weekend!”
Good Morning by Zachary Schuberg
Straightjackets of snow canvassed the top of the building and were only illuminated by crimson
and jade embers. An alley left of the grand entrance littered with rat carcasses, cigarette butts, and
overflowing trash receptacles highlighted his executive parking spot. This automotive storage property,
unlimited complimentary beverage privileges, and four vacation days totalled his benefits. He has four
identical beige uniforms that he demonizes as the only thing making him appear ten years older than
reality. He had been the GNB “Director of Entrance Hospitality” for 5202 days (or 26010 hours, which he
considers more impressive). It took three days for him to imagine this title, twelve more to have a plaque
printed, and two more to have it approved by the GNB executives. They said this would be his final bonus
but he considers his amazing clients to be his daily accolades.
He enjoyed knowing clients’ schedules and this resulted in his comforting smile at the same hours
of each day. Ms. Olson was always the first to enter GNB.
“Good morning Ms. Olson, new scarf I see.” He had been programmed with a rolodex of common
compliments concerning a client’s not-so-personal personal life.
“Mmhmm.” She groaned under a loud gate of wool. He could not tell if this was a muffled good
morning or simply acknowledgement of his mundane comment. He always assumed the first.
“Will I see you at the party tonight? I hear the whole gang’ll be there!” By the time he had
questioned, Ms. Olson had already skipped salutations with a client on the phone. She was already on the
elevator. “I’ll remind you later,” he chuckled to himself as the doors shut. He suspected a hearing
deficiency on account of her constant cellular communication.
Next to arrive were always Mr. and Mrs. Whittman. Always annoyed with the other, always
rushing to the elevator, but always excited to see him.
“Good morning Mr. Whittman, and what a beautiful sweater Mrs. Whittman. Is it a gift?” Mrs.
Whittman must not have heard. They continued debating how much to spend on an antique vase as a gift
to Mrs. Whittman’s mother.
He ushered in their unusually large bags from the taxi. This was not part of the job but he knew
how much the tenants appreciated his dedication, his devotion, and his determination to better each
person’s daily experience. This thought always made him smile.

“I won’t jeopardize my career with domestic disputes.” She snarled at her husband. Mrs.
Whittman never held a grudge; by the end of the day he heard her discussing new topics.
“Career?” Mr. Whitman laughed to himself.
He generally wanted to distance himself from clients’ personal affairs but proceeded to make
conversation. “Are you two coming to the party later today? Everyone wants you there!” He chimed
while loading their luggage through the elevator gates. They were so focused on monetary discussion that
they closed the elevator, forgetting to respond to him. “Luckily they have all the bags this time,” he
smirked while reminiscing.
Throughout the day, corpses of humans continued to enter the GNB building; each reeking of
exhaustion, each exposing their daily and now predictable entrance accommodations, and each
demanding the highest standard of satisfaction. He did not care. He knew the impact of his unrelenting,
uncircumstantial, uninhibited support for his clients would outshine their few, inevitably human
shortcomings. Each was reminded of the party and throughout the day, fantasies of a night full of friends
frolicked between his eyes.
Crackles from a neglected fire highlight an adorned bush, a buffet of alcohol, and a foyer marked
by a door of rusted hinges and pristine doorbell. It’s cold; so much in fact that it smells cold. This
expression was his newest invention. He arrived hours early to finish prepping the party. Unstacking
chairs (he expected it to be a packed house), preheating the oven (hopefully his roast ham could satisfy
them all) and cueing the playlist of seasonal music finalized the party. He sunk into his new La-Z-Boy,
which he had gifted to himself, and sighed in content. He smiled softly. Excited for the night ahead, He
watched the door and waited patiently.
The fire blazed for hours but had finally died out. The radiator surged heat through the apartment,
whimpering with every ounce of stale gasoline. The food had grown cold and the lack of moonlight
enacted a thick darkness into the hours of the night. He remained in the chair, his eyes now as dark as the
room he resides in. The clock struck midnight and his dry throat swallowed. He felt weak.
“It smells really cold,” he joked. “They’ll escape the weather and visit eventually, even if only for
an hour,” he said to himself as he began to raise a glass. He toasted a drink with himself. He smirked,
dropped his heavy head back and took a long, deep breath. “Merry Christmas to the lot of ‘em,” he
whispered as the smile slightly left his face.
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You’re snuggled up in a fleece blanket by the roaring fireplace, a mug of hot cocoa in one
hand and, wait, what’s that in your other hand? Why, it’s nothing other than Snow, Sweaters, &
Sharing Stories! We sincerely hope you’ve enjoyed this mini-edition and can’t wait to create
more issues.
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